PART 2
DIGITAL PLATFORM GOVERNANCE AND THE CHALLENGES FOR TRUST AND SAFETY
PLATFORMS’ OWN POLICIES AND PRACTICES: WHAT PROBLEMS NEED CHANGING?

KEY TRENDS UNCOVERED

- Platform policies lack clarity about the relationship between them, and also about how policies should be applied at global and local levels.
- How platforms understand and identify harms is insufficiently mapped to human rights standards, and there is a gap in how policy elements should deal with different rights or with business models when there are tensions.
- Policies are not always transparent and do not provide sufficiently for risk assessment.
- Implementation and enforcement by platforms have serious shortfalls, while attempts to improve outcomes by automating moderation have their limits.
- Inequalities in policy and practice abound in relation to different categories of people, countries and languages.
- Of value in addressing these problems could be the development of guidance for the governance and regulation of frameworks that sets out suggested standards and parameters for platform policies and related operations.

This is Part 2 of a three-part series. The whole is an evidence-based input to the consultative processes in UNESCO’s project titled “Guidance for regulating digital platforms: a multistakeholder approach”. Each Part stands alone but can also be profitably read as an element in the series.

- Part 1 tackles the what and the why about problems in platform content
- Part 2 deals with the how, with a focus on platforms’ policies and practices
- Part 3 looks at possible solutions through diverse regulatory arrangements

Evidence reviewed in these pages rests on work by the academic, civil society and journalistic communities, as well as on documents from the platforms themselves. More than 800 documents, mainly published between 2020 and 2022, were identified and assessed with a view to current debates about regulatory frameworks.

One of the major global governance challenges today is mitigating the risks associated with online disinformation, misinformation and hate speech. Platforms’ policies are supposed to perform at the heart of how these entities deal with such content-related issues. The policies ought to encompass problems resulting from foundational curational design of their services. As a service commitment, policies should constitute a legal promise to consumers, and they should provide a safety net with clear and predictable rules. They should be effectively implemented, assessed and renovated. While recognising diverse performance across different platform companies, this Part 2 of the series examines common key problems and some successes, and points out where action is needed.
Core gap in platform policies: international human rights standards

Digital platforms’ content policies tend to be global and generic, with few customisations according to national or regional requirements. Mark Zuckerberg of Meta has said that his policy team is based across six countries, adding that this is “to reflect the different cultural norms of our community”.1

But without further detail, it is not possible to know how this assertion modifies a “one size fits all” approach. The company says that its “Community Standards apply to everyone all around the world, and to all types of content”.2 For its part, YouTube says its Community Guidelines “apply to everyone, and to all types of content on YouTube – such as videos, comments, links, and thumbnails”.3 It elaborates: “YouTube’s Community Guidelines are enforced consistently across the globe, regardless of where the content is uploaded. When content is removed for violating our guidelines, it is removed globally.”

At the same time, platforms also tailor the enforcement of their policies to accommodate local laws in some cases, as well as operate different tiers based on age and/or political status, amongst other criteria. The issue is whether such divergences of the local from the global remain within a company’s wider policy claims and parameters (as would be assessed, for example, when investigating compliance with international human rights standards in different jurisdictions around the world). In the absence of companies having clear elaboration of how their policies operate at global and local levels, it is to be expected that there will be many international inconsistencies in application – some of which are cited below.

Another area lacking elaboration is that companies refer to a number of specific types of “harms” as if these were self-evident. But this approach neglects to link these to the panoply of distinctive human rights (such as expression, dignity and personal autonomy), and it is thus unable to conceptualise safety as the condition when individuals and society are protected from potential harms to these rights by platform content and communications. The same issue characterises some legal regulations which list a range of concrete harms without wider human rights reference4, meaning, inevitably, that new risks and unanticipated threats to safety are likely to escape the list of current concerns that are concretised in very specific legal formulations but lack a more general beacon.

The kinds of relevant standards that should apply to content management include treaties like the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. In addition, there is relevant guidance from treaty bodies such as the Human Rights Committee’s General Comments 34 and 25. Also pertinent are the reports of the UN special rapporteur on freedom of expression and opinion, and those of the UN special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance. The UN’s Rabat Plan of Action against hate speech, developed by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, offers an appropriate way to apply related policies by elaborating how and when there is a case
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for restrictions. While many platform’s policies make formal reference to human rights, most share the feature that they are connected inadequately to these elaborated international standards on freedom of expression. One exception is Meta’s “oversight board” which references more than 15 international standards in explaining its assessments, and which has also noted Facebook referencing the Rabat Plan in one content moderation decision. In the case of Alphabet (owner of Google and YouTube amongst other companies), the company commits to human rights and its board has amended the charter of its Audit and Compliance Committee to include human rights. However, this appears to have not enjoyed material follow up in subsequent company statements. The same documents show that in 2021 the Alphabet board recommended against a shareholder proposal to nominate a human rights expert to its ranks, as it did also in regard to a proposal for a third-party review of the company’s whistle-blower policies.

Significantly, platforms’ policies at large also do not explicitly encompass human rights in regard to advertising and other paid-for content, and in Meta’s case they explicitly entail a broadly hands-off approach to disinformation in political adverts even though this kind of content can subvert the right to political participation.

Many large platform companies pledge support to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights which call for conducting human rights due diligence and disclosure thereof. However, in the absence of legal requirements, it is left for companies to self-decide if and when to undertake such exercises.

Platforms in the Global Network Initiative sign up to principles on freedom of expression and privacy. The focus of this association is for its corporate members to “work to protect the freedom of expression rights of users when confronted with government demands, laws and regulations to suppress freedom of expression, remove content or otherwise limit access to communications, ideas and information in a manner inconsistent with internationally recognised laws and standards”. Such an approach means that risks are construed primarily in terms of governmental action, thereby underplaying risks from other external actors, internal business models, and insufficient spend on capacity to moderate content in the languages of markets entered. These features qualify the impact that such corporate commitments to human rights could have.

With a few exceptions, companies seldom reference international human rights standards as a basis for their policies. Instead, they draw on their numerous separate policies to craft responses to conflict-based challenges. This fragmented approach fails to provide much-needed coherence and predictability to platform practice and has the potential to undermine company compliance with international human rights law and international humanitarian law.”

- UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Opinion, Irene Khan, 2022.


The human rights lacunae also mean that many policy sanctions do not optimally provide for the criteria of necessity and proportionality. This shortfall accounts for why the Council of Europe expressly recommends to platforms that “any restriction of content should be carried out using the least restrictive technical means and should be limited in scope and duration to what is strictly necessary to avoid the collateral restriction or removal of legal content.” Another consequence of not fully integrating the human rights perspective is that policies also often fall short in terms of elaboration about their own responsiveness and redress commitments.

A related area where policy would benefit from human rights elaboration is how a platform entity will decide in regard to using one policy rather than another. An example is a policy on hate speech vs on incitement to violence, which requires that the company itself is clear about the distinctiveness of hatred against groups based on features like nationality or ethnicity, in comparison to the issue of incitement to violence (such may be in defence of the right to security and national sovereignty, and not predicated on hate speech). Without such clarity, one policy may be inappropriately deployed to do duty in the place of another more suited to the purpose.

The other side of this coin in having clarity about the inter-relationships between policies from a human rights point of view is shown by a case in 2018. Here, it was reported that Facebook had allowed praise of white nationalism and separatism “as an ideology” while expressions of white supremacy were to be prohibited, in this way implying that these elements were meaningfully separable.

Also weak is how company policies differentiate between various rights that can be harmed by hate speech, incitement to violence and certain cases of misinformation (all of which expressions have different statuses under international law under the ICCPR). The rights to safety, equality, health, political participation, etc. are at stake in how companies identify potentially harmful content and which policies to apply to it.

The literature relevant to platform regulation notes that platforms differ a lot in how they define, recognize and treat expressions such as hate speech, misinformation and disinformation. While pluralism amongst platforms is to be valued, the high degree of heterogeneity also suggests that there is an absence of wider and more fundamental standards that could serve as an overall reference point. It follows that such a gap could be usefully filled by regulatory guidance principles which highlight the beacon of international human rights standards. Such guidance might also have resonance with the governance of other players in the “tech stack” which, as noted, can shape particular content and communicators through their processes and policies.

Policies also have little that recognises how to deal with content items that individually may not harm such rights, but which together can amplify, spread and fuse with other elements to constitute a narrative which breaks through a threshold of danger to human rights – which would then violate international standards as well as likely have reached a level of illegality in many countries. An example is platforms allowing conspiracy theories about the Brazilian elections to go viral in the three months before the January 8 storming of key state institutions in the country, with related content being able to gain more than 22 million views on YouTube and 2,3 million Facebook interactions.

This policy challenge can be partly understood by assessing YouTube’s stance on what the company calls “borderline videos”. This is content which the company assesses is not egregious enough to be removed, but which can attract less harsh moderation like disabling of sharing, commenting, liking and recommending, or warning messages or demonetisation. It may be that the company has internal criteria
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as to how it deems such content to be in this kind of grey zone between being removed or subjected to other treatments. However, if they exist, these criteria do not appear to be public. Nor is it clearly disclosed on what basis YouTube will make use of different moderation treatments. Without such transparency, stakeholders are left to trust that YouTube is simply to be relied on to be consistent and appropriately nuanced in terms of how it identifies and processes content, even when this is escalating towards real danger to human rights.

This all shows that which policy applies when, and to what extent, is a matter that needs work by even the biggest players. But even more in need of attention is when moderation decisions are taken by platforms in isolation of clear policy provisions, therefore counting as arbitrary.20 Further, where policy implementation relies on human judgement, there is evidence of moderators being insufficiently trained in how to apply policy to specific instances, which results in a number of content takedowns also being assessed as arbitrary, rather than rule-governed as required by human rights standards.21

Additional problems with platforms’ policies

There is evidence of how platforms’ content policies and practices, similarly to the core algorithms, are profoundly shaped by prevalent business models. For example, Facebook and Instagram’s “cross-check” system privileged powerful actors and allowed business interests to influence content decisions, leading the company’s “oversight board” director to comment that the mechanism “prioritises users of commercial value to Meta and as structured does not meet Meta’s human rights responsibilities and company values”. Policies that are shaped in this way, and in secrecy, work against the human right to equality.

The large platforms like to draw attention to what they are doing in regard to their moderation efforts (human and technical) to enforce their policies. However, they are generally less forthcoming about problems linked to curation which, as discussed in Part 1, uses algorithms to determine content prioritisation, de-prioritisation, discoverability and recommendations. This is borne out by Ranking Digital Rights which revealed massive shortfalls in the performance of 14 leading platforms regarding the impact of their algorithms on human rights.

In this way, platforms elide tensions that arise between curational design and policy objectives. Thus, a major blind spot in regard to their policies is how the company should moderate content violates their terms of service, when business-driven algorithms promote the selfsame material in various ways. In these cases, the commercial logic works in a different direction to formal policies covering the permitted content and allowed users.

An example is Facebook which says it seeks to reduce content that is “spammy, sensational or misleading,” but it is exactly such content that gains algorithmic traction. For example, in 2018 the platform introduced an algorithmic change called “Meaningful Social Interactions” optimising for network closeness (friends and family) and for engagement. However, the latter dynamic trumped the former, meaning that misinformation and toxic content came to prevail. When engagement took the form of resharing, it spreads exponentially. Though Facebook staffers then proposed ways to limit virality in general, the company decided to shelve these for what came to be known as emergency “break glass” rare occasions, because of commercial concerns of limiting user engagement. Another example of this tension is where Facebook encourages engagement by auto-generating pages for groups, seemingly without sufficient discrimination, which benefits extremist and terrorist entities who produce materials that violate the platform’s own content policies.

Another issue for platforms is how they observe the letter and spirit of their policies. While Facebook deplatformed former US President Donald Trump for a period for very serious policy violations, it allowed his political action committee to continue to advertise with disinformation about the 2020 presidential election.
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This practice generates revenue for the company, but it puts in question the sincerity of their moderation practices. Likewise, leadership claims about moderation at Twitter, that are challenged over their veracity, can undermine public trust in the company’s policy enforcement.31

Thus, besides prima facie policy, there are many factors, some even contradictory, at work with impact on what content exists, is found, ordered and shared on platforms. Even in the case of encrypted social messaging services, how companies interpret their business interests has impact on content deemed to violate their terms of service. For example, curbs may be set on the frequency and reach of forwarding potential (such as on WhatsApp32) - or not set (as generally in the case of Telegram33), affecting their consumer propositions in the marketplace and their affordances for content that is contrary to human rights.

Additional policy problems that have surfaced are cases of companies operating undisclosed policies, including “shadow banning” 38 and Meta’s hidden (but later leaked) system of ‘cross-checking’ that exempts certain people from the processes and policy adjudication applicable to ordinary users.39 The Meta “oversight board” has noted the company has not been fully forthcoming on this policy, adding: “Meta does not inform users that they are on cross-check lists and does not publicly share its procedures for creating and auditing these lists.”40 The “oversight board” further advised: “The same rules should apply to all users of the platform”, although also noting that “what is important is the degree of influence that a user has...”41
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In December 2022, Instagram said it would henceforth start to inform its users if their account was put under restrictions such as being banned from recommendation potential, a practice that had not been in place previously.42

A further issue is that platforms are often vague as to the basis of allowing exemptions from policy in terms of such broad criteria as “public interest” or “newsworthiness”.43 YouTube says it operates a regime of partial exemptions from its policies for content on a case-by-case basis in terms of educational, documentary, scientific and aesthetic rationales.44

The breadth of these categories means that viewers and content creators are in the dark about why some ‘content’ makes the “cut” while other material attracts sanctions. Meta says “in rare cases” it will allow content that may violate policies “if it’s newsworthy and if keeping it visible is in the public interest” and this outweighs risk of harm.45 Yet, there is no clear elaboration of what constitutes public interest and only scant insight into its balancing test. Meta’s “oversight board” has questioned the “newsworthiness” policy and its application in relation to some 90.7 million items removed under the Violent Graphic Content policy, saying that it was “unlikely that, over one year, only 17 pieces of content related to this policy should have been allowed to remain on the platform as newsworthy and in the public interest”.46 All this again shows that how policies stack up against each other is an area where more work is needed by the platforms.

On a related issue, YouTube offers an example of “borderline” content as “videos promoting a phoney miracle cure for a serious illness”. But the platform also operates a policy whereby: “Certain types of misleading or deceptive content with serious risk of egregious harm are not allowed on YouTube.47 This latter includes certain types of misinformation that can cause real-world harm, like promoting harmful remedies or treatments, ...”48 Such a policy mishmash is a recipe for poor and confusing enforcement of policy prescriptions.

Meta says “in rare cases” it will allow content that may violate policies “if it’s newsworthy and if keeping it visible is in the public interest” and this outweighs risk of harm. Yet, there is no clear elaboration of what constitutes public interest and only scant insight into its balancing test.
Implementation inadequacies

As outlined above, there are many issues with platforms’ formal policies. But there is also much evidence of chasms between these policies and their application. Much implementation is charged to “trust and safety” teams, which are often understaffed and subject to disbanding, and who frequently also have to manage and support inadequately trained and out-sourced content moderators who are cheaper for the platform than direct company employees.

This human contingent is complemented by external flaggers of problems and by fact-checkers. Algorithmic systems, informed by both policies and business imperatives, are supposed to do the heavy lifting on identifying and acting on the bulk of content that violates terms of service. This complexity of actors and factors compounds the challenges of enforcing policies through moderation of both specific items and whole categories of content.

“[O]ur policies are only as good as the strength and accuracy of our enforcement – and our enforcement isn’t perfect…. One challenge is identifying potential violations of standards. Another challenge is accurately applying our policies to the content that has been flagged to us.”

Monika Bickert, Vice President, Meta (2018)

A major factor underlying the presence of harmful content on the platforms is poor enforcement of policies. For example, research into anti-vaccine content on Facebook and Twitter between 1 February and 16 March 2021 showed that 65 percent of this content originated with 12 super-spreaders (the “Disinformation Dozen”) with almost 60 million followers. Another study found Facebook only containing, not decreasing, misinformation shared by “repeat offenders”. Actions by Facebook against anti-vaccination pages have been found to reduce engagement, but only temporarily, showing only partial success and the need for the company to operate ongoing vigilance and maintain capacity beyond peak periods of risk. Analysis of one million posts on Telegram showed that this platform did not enforce terms of service that prohibit the promotion of violence.

Many other reports exist of content remaining online that is problematic from a human rights vantage point, despite pledges by platforms to remove it. In 2021, the Associated Press reported that hate speech
in Myanmar continued to thrive on Facebook, despite exposures of this three years earlier.\textsuperscript{58} Hateful and extremist content is inconsistently removed on TikTok, according to one study.\textsuperscript{59} Further research has shown that white nationalist content reaped millions of views on TikTok - despite the platform's rules against hateful expression.\textsuperscript{60}

There are explanations for such continuing lapses:

A key factor is the problem of companies' monitoring of their own policy implementation of policy, in which they both set the metrics themselves and do their own evaluation.\textsuperscript{61} (For a critical assessment of some metrics in play, see Part 1 in this series.) The result is that monitoring is generally self-serving and patchy. While many platforms record having set up mechanisms to implement commitments to freedom of expression\textsuperscript{62}, the adequacy of these mechanisms, and actual operation thereof, is impossible to assess externally without access to internal company data.\textsuperscript{63} This reduces the credibility of the companies' own claims and weakens their accountability even to company shareholders. The known instances where platforms engage independent evaluators are so few as to stand out as exceptions.\textsuperscript{64} Voluntary transparency reports produced by the bigger companies give some insight, but continue to lack data granularity. Platforms often give out statistics on numbers of items removed, and whether by automation, flagging, or government requests\textsuperscript{65}, but without the provision of more detail and context, it is hard to gauge the meaningfulness of such moderation. All this reflects a situation where most jurisdictions have no regulatory requirement for platforms to report on whether and how they are enforcing their policy commitments, or for them to avail sufficient data for independent assessment.

Limited features of voluntary self regulation allow problems to persist. The GNI operates a system of appointing independent assessors to evaluate member company performance in implementing the organisation's principles, with peer platforms making recommendations to improve compliance in any given case.\textsuperscript{66} While this may help (with 11 companies due for assessment in 2021/2022)\textsuperscript{67}, and while a GNI member can be also be required to produce a "corrective action plan", there are no sanctions for poor performance. Further, the GNI process and documentation is confidential in character, with findings only made public in general form (notwithstanding Google's website stating "The GNI makes these company assessments publicly available")\textsuperscript{68}. One such GNI report acknowledged further limitations noting that findings of compliance do not cover "... every decision to enter a market, or to develop, alter or acquire a product or service"\textsuperscript{69}.

Pre- and post- impact assessment is an area of noticeable weakness, with little being done by most companies, and poor transparency amongst the few who do.

All this comes back to the governance status quo where companies are free to choose if, how and when they might assess their performance, and the range of what should be assessed.
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Examples of other gaps between pronouncements and practice are regularly exposed by media and civil society:

There is systemically unequal treatment between categories of people, even although most policies are prima facie presented as being non-discriminatory (except in some cases, for example, where there are special dispensations for public figures). Double standards have been exposed in moderating content which targets and emanates from non-dominant communities, including in cases of covert governmental influence operations.

Platforms are accused in their policy implementation of being reluctant to upset ruling political forces, of not caring about smaller countries, or of deferring to bogus legal accusations.

The roll-out of policies – for example, on elections – often falls short of pledges, and initiatives like creating elections operations centres are very uneven geographically.

There are intrinsic challenges in providing industrial-scale redress at the standard of due legal process. Nevertheless, even as regards a minimum level of responsiveness by platforms to specific complaints by users and NGO watchdogs, platforms are widely criticised for being inadequate, even although some positive cases are reported.
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AUTOMATED MODERATION

The imbalances at stake concern both human and algorithmically-driven moderation in non-dominant languages.79 Partly this reflects a skewed distribution in AI modelling, meaning that more than a billion people have minimal support.80 These points have been brought out by whistleblowers at both Facebook and Twitter.81

Zuckerberg of Meta said in 2021 that the company uses “artificial intelligence to proactively report potentially problematic content to our team of reviewers, and in some cases to take action on the content automatically as well”. He added further that “visual problems, like identifying nudity, are often easier than nuanced linguistic challenges, like hate speech. Our systems already proactively identify 96% of the nudity we take down, up from just close to zero a few years ago. We are also making progress on hate speech, now with 52% identified proactively.”

But opacity surrounds such automated actions.82 What is widely known, however, even by Meta engineers,83 is the inability of contemporary Artificial Intelligence (AI) to recognise context, which is key to identifying potentially harmful content and when it may be approaching levels such as inciting and facilitating the organisation of efforts to violently overturn a legitimate election result. Limits of AI in moderation are also illustrated during one phase of the COVID-19 pandemic. At the time, YouTube increased reliance on AI for moderation, with the result that the number of removed videos escalated, as indeed did the number of human-decided reinstatements of this content on appeal.84

The bottom line is that there is an over-reliance by platforms on automated enforcement of their policies, even though the technologies are not adequate to this purpose, and this leads to over- and under-moderation in the enforcement of policies.85

Other identified differentials between policy and practice include:

Failure to moderate smartly, such as by filtering for alternate spellings of names of white supremacists on TikTok, leading to one particular video escaping the net and winning five million views and over 744 000 likes.86 In Brazil, coded language inviting insurgents to call for the overturn of the country’s 2022 election, such as “festa de selma” in multiple Telegram channels and on Twitter.87 Meta and Google were reported to only begin removing calls for riots after a judicial order, while adverts calling for a military coup and allowed on Facebook scored 615 000 impressions.88

While investment in fact-checking has been shown empirically to debunk various false claims\(^9\), the way such verification operates and how and when it is deployed (or not) lacks transparency. Some evidence also shows that its impact is limited.\(^{10}\) The effectiveness of warnings (and of labels\(^9\)) has also been assessed as unclear.\(^{20}\) This is also evident in a review of 42 scientific papers covering the role of accuracy prompts, debunking, friction, inoculation, lateral reading, media-literacy tips, rebuttals of science denialism, self-reflection tools, social norms, and warning and fact-checking labels.\(^{31}\) The lack of platform disclosure hinders assessment of how these and other moderation-linked measures may be meaningful in terms of achieving policy objectives.

Content removal and deplatforming of individuals and organisations are dramatic sanctions which call out for full observance of due process and appeal systems by the platforms using such measures. Where such conditions are met, these steps have immediate and evident effect on the platform concerned, and they show a rights-respecting role by the company concerned. But there are still problems of “whack-a-mole” where the targets pop up again, and also of migration of affected actors to platforms with weaker standards. However, even with such strong actioning by a given platform, much problematic content and many actors seeking to violate human rights on that same service still escape detection let alone moderation. There are also false positives whereby legitimate expression and actors (e.g., linked to journalistic reportage) are wrongly penalised.\(^{34}\) It is not possible, in the absence of data, to verify platform claims and assess whether they could be doing more.
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In regard to mechanisms for policy implementation, there is generally an absence of institutional frameworks for inter-industry co-operation. An exception is the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism. However, it lacks the participation of smaller (but significant) platforms even though fostering violent extremism can ultimately affect everyone.95 There are limited experiences of institutionalised external stakeholder involvement in regard to problematic content issues beyond some giant platforms recognising certain individuals or entities as “trusted flaggers” which are criticised for lacking explicit rationale or elaborated role.96

Meta has set up an ‘oversight board’ which, despite its title, can decide against the company on only specific cases and merely advise it on more general policy matters. While these are steps in a direction that can lead to better performance by the platforms, there are some backward moves as well. Notably, Twitter disbanded its trust and safety advisory group in December 2022.97 Its CEO Elon Musk also decided that signals for muting and blocking content generally would henceforth take account of the patterns of paying subscribers on the platform, raising fears that this could serve those actors wanting to weaponise adversarial reporting possibilities.98

The lack of institutionalised engagement by platforms with users and other multiple stakeholders policy operations is further apparent in the phenomenon of geographically uneven or non-existent relationships with election management bodies, media and civil society, although some experiences are cited in Part 3 of this series.99

On the more positive side, there is a recent case of Meta offering to share with smaller platforms its technology to moderate against visual content deemed to be violating.100 Google has also announced a similar initiative.101

Further, there are increasing reports by platforms of their individual enforcement of policy proscriptions against influence operations,102 and also reports of inter-company co-operation in this regard.103 Facebook said in 2022 that it had taken down more than 200 covert influence operations since 2017 in nearly 70 countries that operated in more than 40 languages104.
Nevertheless, undetected cases of manipulation driving potentially harmful content are still being found by external observers, suggesting that there are limits to algorithmic detection of what Meta calls “co-ordinated inauthentic behaviour”.105

Another positive development has been companies’ policies and practices to proactively provide authoritative health or electoral information, although less is generally being done in relation to foregrounding of credible news sources, and the criteria for ongoing eligibility to be regarded as such are open to critique. The Council of Europe’s Guidance Note on the Prioritisation of Public Interest Content Online cautions that “regimes of prominence” for such content curation should be transparent about the criteria for what counts as public interest content, the selection process, and its actual consumption by audiences.106 The Note further encourages States “to develop – in cooperation with each other, with platforms and civil society organisations – a co-regulatory framework or other appropriate and proportionate forms of risk-based governance”. This mechanism would ensure adequate and independent democratic oversight of algorithmic systems, especially with respect to access, distribution, and prioritisation of content. “Such oversight should include reporting duties on algorithmic content curation and prioritisation to the independent media and/or platform regulatory authorities or other designated bodies entrusted with maintaining and promoting pluralism and diversity in the public sphere”.107

Notwithstanding extensive efforts at implementation, the bottom line appears to be that the problems of misinformation, disinformation and hate speech continue on many platforms, and the problem is not reducible to simple quantitative prevalence metrics. The point is that such expression potentially harms human rights, while also diverting from, and often seeking to discredit, information as a public good, and that it persists despite extant policies and practices. Without external pressure from public opinion and diverse regulatory arrangements, platforms seem unlikely on their own accord to introduce and pay for more profound changes.108
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Regional imbalance and neglect of local languages in content management

Analyst Evelyn Douek has argued: “You cannot enter a market without the language understanding or the contextual understanding or political expertise and expect this kind of moderation to be sufficient or prevent harm.”

Evidence of the risk of harms is illustrated by UNESCO’s project Social Media 4 Peace, which has surfaced how platforms have grave deficits in investment in treating potentially problematic content in the countries in which the project is being implemented (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Colombia, Indonesia and Kenya). Similarly, Meta’s own “oversight board” has found that the company has a mismatch between the volume of content that is designated for enhanced review and the inadequate human resources allocated to the task.

There is extensive geographical variation in terms of how platform influence on content and associated communications is aligned to national laws and policies, with such contours being more closely followed in countries and regions that constitute major business markets. Evidence shows the big platforms are generally lacking in regard to linguistically-appropriate moderation services and redress channels. This is even in regard to the provision of their primary guidelines document in significant languages.

The imbalance in language investments means that harms to human rights are potentially less prevented or mitigated in underserved countries and languages. Whistleblower Frances Haugen revealed that in 2020, Facebook devoted 13% of its budget for developing algorithms to detect misinformation to regions outside the US, which raises the issue of the value of advance impact assessments to evaluate what percentage would be appropriate to different contexts. The EU’s 2022 Digital Services Act may lead platforms to operate more consistently across Europe.

META AND LANGUAGE

The world’s biggest platform has said, without giving detail, that its content review teams operate in over 20 sites and cover more than 70 languages. Further disclosure is conspicuously lacking, meaning that it is not possible for outsiders to gauge the actual extent of investment in language competencies and with what impact on content moderation. However, confirming its interest in news in multiple tongues, Meta in 2022 was offering registration for news providers on an index covering 42 languages.

In July 2022, Zuckerberg announced the open-sourcing of an AI model that can translate across 200 different languages, which he said would play a part in relation to content moderation. However, since machine learning depends on data, and there is a grave linguistic imbalance in this regard, questions can be asked about effectiveness of Meta’s AI optimism. A further difficulty here will be whether the technology can be developed to recognise new and coded language, imagery and emoticons.
Meta’s “oversight board” meanwhile has recorded that the company has committed to “translate its rules into languages spoken by 400+ million people”. By UNESCO’s count in December 2022 of the more than 70 language versions of the company’s “community standards”\(^{117}\), the target is more than reached. At the same time, this step on its own does not translate into better geographical inclusiveness. UNESCO’s analysis of seven Transparency Reports from 2020 to mid-2022 by Meta’s “oversight board” show that almost 70% of the close to two million complaints they received come from the US and Canada, and Europe, while regions with high user numbers but using other languages are not taking their concerns to this company channel.

Furthermore, beyond translations of policies and rules, there is the issue of enforcement. The “oversight board” itself acknowledges “concerns about whether Meta has invested sufficient resources in moderating content in languages other than English”.\(^{118}\) The board signals additionally that this goes down to the issue of language in automated notifications to users about why their content appears to have violated a rule. It further addresses the language issue in regard to human review of possibly violating content from the elite who are given special treatment under the company’s cross-check policy. In this regard, it states that “the Early Response Team does not have language or regional expertise and it relies on translations and contextual information provided by the relevant Regional Market Team to assess the content”. Additionally, the board has opined that instead of focusing on contexts with greater risks to human rights, including freedom of expression,\(^{119}\) it appears that: “Meta does not prioritise training its automated processes on less-spoken languages and less lucrative markets. Limited investment in moderation in these languages limits the ability of algorithms to identify topics in such content. This suggests that users in these markets, including the Global South, may be disadvantaged...”\(^{120}\)

For its part, Meta argues that it does prioritise for countries at risk, including in relation to elections, and that in a crisis it determines what support and teams should be dedicated to a particular country or language.\(^{121}\) The potential for offline harm and violence in these cases would thus trigger the need to increase company capacity in relevant languages for such contexts.\(^{122}\) Evidently, systematic prior risk-assessments would be essential in such cases, since trained and experienced content moderators in the relevant languages need to be recruited and prepared well in advance – keeping in mind also that this function is largely outsourced. At present, it is in the companies’ own prerogative about whether to conduct such advanced assessments. However, although the EU’s Global Data Protection Regulation has wide international impact, it can be noted that entities such as WhatsApp still operate weaker privacy standards outside the EU’s member countries. It is therefore not a given that geographical imbalances in content moderation around the world will diminish as a result of EU standard-setting for platforms within its jurisdiction.

Numerous calls have been made for platforms to go beyond language and also employ more local policy, political and cultural expertise.\(^{123}\) Spending additionally is needed in languages that use different scripts to those that are currently served\(^{124}\).

---

\(^{117}\) See for example https://transparency.fb.com/en-gb/policies/community-standards/
\(^{118}\) Meta, ‘Learn about WhatsApp’s Fact-Checking Products, Partners and Investments | Meta Journalism Project’.
\(^{119}\) Oversight Board, ‘Policy Advisory Opinion on Meta’s Cross-Check Program’.
\(^{120}\) Oversight Board. See also: Cat Zakrzewski, Gerrit De Vynck, Niha Mash and Shibani Mahtani, ‘How Facebook neglected the rest of the world, fueling hate speech and violence in India’, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/10/24/india-facebook-misinformation-hate-speech/
\(^{123}\) For example, Alm Sipeng et al., ‘Facebook: Regulating Hate Speech in the Asia Pacific’ [University of Sidney and University of Queensland, 2021].
\(^{124}\) See Yudhanjaya Wijeratne, Nisansa de Silva, Yshothara Shanmugarasa [2019] Natural Language Processing for Government: Problems and Potential, ResearchGate
• Statutory authorities should not seek to take over the direct policy formulation nor the ongoing moderation work by the companies themselves, but they can set objectives, policy standards and process benchmarks that apply to solo-, self- and co-regulatory mechanisms which can ensure more effective performance by the platforms themselves.

• It can be strongly encouraged that an array of regulatory arrangements combined can work to get moderation policies and practices properly integrated with international human rights standards, and that these should also spell out how to balance between global and local dimensions.

• Guidance could insist that all relevant platform policy documents should be public, and in the primary languages where companies avail their services.

• It could also require platforms to elaborate on how they decide what will take priority when there are competing policy provisions or when policy and business models pull in different directions.

• Platform companies can be compelled to undertake appropriate scenario planning and implement due diligence exercises into the full range of risks anticipated in upcoming trends implicating content and communications, and to provide detail on how they will mitigate these through policy and implementation measures.

• Legal regulation for wide-ranging transparency can help improve the credibility of companies about their performance claims.

• There should be requirements for independent assessment of metrics in terms of how policy implementation is working and provide for independent monitoring and auditing of policy implementation.

• Guidance can be given about assessing the balances between AI and humans in content moderation, and require that there be improved channels for appeal when automated moderation takes place.

• Regulation can require companies to respect the right to equality by addressing inequalities in both policies and implementation.
Call for input

Would you like to comment on this working document?
We’d especially like to hear your views on:

- Are there inaccuracies or omissions?

- In what ways can policies (including those against bullying, spam and scams) be mapped to different human rights?

- How can pluralistic company policies and practices be linked to wider shared standards operated by institutions of self-regulation like social media councils?

- How might multi-stakeholder participation and co-operation be structured into policy development, monitoring, assessment and revision?

- If a platform cannot provide reasonable moderation or remedial presence in a given jurisdiction, how might regulators assess whether or not it should still offer services there bearing in mind that such services may also have benefits for free expression and access to information?

- What distinctions might be drawn between content policies and enforcement by different sizes and kinds of platforms, including centralised and decentralised ones?

Comments can be sent to e-mail: internetconference@unesco.org with the subject line: Response to draft background paper or on the link here: https://forms.gle/qyeKip7qjztujpgv6
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